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Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) identified that reliance on the
airspeed indicator for stall avoidance was a dangerous proposition because that
"stalling speed varies with wing loading and the air-speed meter therefore is not
a reliable stall indicator." NACA explained that "[w]hen the load changes or the
airplane undergoes acceleration, as, for example, in turns, the stalling speed increases in proportion to the square root of the load factor." Therefore, the NACA
began research on stall warning devices to provide the pilot visual and aural
warnings prior to the stall with a margin of safety, such as shown here:
Taking the NACA findings a step further, the
design stall airspeeds
identified on the airspeed
indicator arcs, which provide stall speeds for Vso
and Vsi, do not provide
airspeed references the
pilot may use during load
changes or acceleration.
Returning to the current era, the FAA GAJSC stated that:
Angle of Attack is a better parameter to use in avoiding a stall because for any
given configuration, the airplane will always stall at the same angle of attack,
also known as the critical angle of attack. This stall angle of attack does not
change with [airspeed], weight, temperature or density altitude. AOA indicators
can help pilots detect this otherwise invisible airfoil [position] and avoid a stall.
In fact, the FAA Handbook now includes the angle of attack indicator as an
"other performance instrument."
The NTSB provides the following immediate response to avoid being involved
in a stall/spin accident: "At the first indication of a stall, immediately reduce the
airplane's angle of attack, an immediate response is crucial to a safe recovery."
Chris Shaver, NTSB Investigator, stated, "As an investigator and GA pilot, nothing pains me more than to see pilots, their friends, and their families lose their
lives in accidents that are completely preventable. Low altitude stalls are just
that—completely preventable."
While I was at EAA AirVenture 2013, I had the distinct pleasure of meeting with
two of the leading industry manufacturers of AoA indicators: Alpha Systems and
Honeywell/Bendix King. Alpha Systems have several analog and digital AoA
indicators that have been on the market for over a decade, while Bendix King
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entered the market with its KLR 10 Lift Reserve
Indicator this past year. Both sets of systems
provide visual and audible indications that are
calibrated to the aircraft to provide the pilot a
margin of safety before the wing stalls. In fact,
the indications will provide the operator the real
time dynamic level of the decay in lift as opposed
to an airspeed indicator's arbitrary Vso or Vs1 arc
indications based on an aircraft's wing design and
configuration.
We will continue to explore the history of the
angle of attack systems, including the history,
benefits, and current AOA indicators on the market available to the GA market.  
[Ed Note: Photos included with permission of manufacturers, Alpha Systems and Bendix
King]
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